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From Acquisition International magazine as our in-house research and awards
team have recognised

Cosmic Construction & Build Company in the
2016 Global Excellence Awards as:
2016 Excellence Award: Most Outstanding New
Architecture Construction Firm.
Mid-November 2016 I received an e-mail from Acquisition International Magazine stating that my company Cosmic
Construction & Build Company had been awarded the 2016 Global Excellence Awards:
2016 Excellence Award, Most outstanding New Architecture Construction Firm.
This (3rd) world famous award coincides with my Project of Survival which demonstrates a new strategy for
business, independent from the world economy. A new kind of industry will also follow, in parallel the new business
structure. This award is definitely a breakthrough for my/our company. In other words: The Sea House/Ark as such, a
floating building which has now been fully recognized by this award by AI Global Media.

The awards were conducted based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative research techniques, whereby we
triangulate the number of votes received with in-house and external research.
This proven approach ensures that our awards are allocated based on merit and allows us to recognize firms of all
sizes and in all locations who have done extraordinary work over the past year.
The 2016 Global Excellence Awards were designed to recognize the very best in the business, whether they are a
single office firm or an international conglomerate. We award the paragons, and the exemplars; those that are
succeeding in their endeavours, innovating, growing and improving.
As a merit-led awards program, all winners are entitled to the full copyright of the award title and a complimentary
personalised award certificate.

About AI...
Brought to you by UK-based publisher, AI Global Media, AI is a monthly magazine that seeks
to inform, entertain, influence, and shape the global corporate conversation through a
combination of high quality editorial, rigorous research and an experienced and dedicated
worldwide network of advisors, experts and contributors.
Launched over five years ago, AI has rapidly risen to become the publication of choice for more than
108,000 subscribers in over 170 countries and regularly attracts editorial submissions from some of
the biggest players on the global corporate landscape, including KPMG, EY, PwC and Deloitte.
But AI is more than just a magazine. Alongside our monthly publication, we also produce a website
that is updated daily with the latest news, features, opinion and comment, again in conjunction with a
host of top-level advisors, experts and businesspeople.
Add to this our immensely popular and highly-respected awards - you can read more about our
awards here - we firmly believe that we posses an editorial and advertising offering that is second to
none. Here's what just a few of our clients have to say:

About AI Global Media...
With over 200 magazine issues, supplements and websites published worldwide since 2010,
AI Global Media is a UK-based publishing house with a truly global reach.
Staffed by a team of experienced and committed journalists, advisors, researchers and creatives,
we know exactly what it takes to uncover, develop and publish quality content that is guaranteed
to inform and impact the global corporate conversation and raise the profile of clients, their work
and their businesses.
Here are a few stats about our publisher...
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Thousands of companies are annually nominated to various awards by AI Global Media and its different magazines. To be
able to motivate and reward all these companies, the Media group must possess a high level of knowledge, since the group’s
various rewards are acknowledgements of the companies concerned.
In my case, the architectural environment demands a high level of knowledge since the Sea House and its survival project
coincides with natural catastrophes which demand a broad knowledge of natural science which does not exist in the Kingdom
of Sweden. The motivation behind all three awards, especially number three, demonstrates that the Media group is at a high
level of knowledge and shows deep understanding of my company, Cosmic Construction & Build Co’s messages about Sea
Houses…. In Europe, Great Britain is the leading nation when it comes to top-level science.
A brief conclusion: AI Global Media is a shining light in this dark world, as is, for example, NASA. AI Global Media
benefits global industry and economy.
More info at Architecture Awards 2016.
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Three acknowledgements and world famous excellent awards in 2016 to my
company concerning the “Survival Project”. The awards are groundbreaking. Worth more than the Nobel Prize.

Many thanks, AI Global Media!
Many thanks, United Kingdom!

AI Global Media Ltd

United Kingdom, November 2016
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More info at Architecture Awards 2016.

